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a b s t r a c t
LetK andW denote the even parts of the contact Lie superalgebra and the generalizedWitt
Lie superalgebra respectively. In the paper, the 1-cocycle of K with values in K-module
W is studied. In particular, the negative homogeneous 1-cocycle of K with values in
K-module W is determined and as an application, the negative homogeneous 1-cocycle
ofK is given. For the nonnegative homogeneous 1-cocycle ofK with values inW,we first
give reduction theorem and then determine the nonnegative homogeneous 1-cocycle ofK
with values inK-moduleW .
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0. Introduction
The theory of Lie superalgebras in characteristic zero has seen a rather vigorous development. For example,
V.G. Kac classified the finite dimensional simple Lie superalgebras and infinite-dimensional simple linearly compact Lie
superalgebras over algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero, respectively [5,6]. In the modular case, however, the
classification problem is still open for finite dimensional simple Lie superalgebras (cf. [1,3,20]). The study of modular Lie
superalgebras began at the beginning of 1990s. Kochetkov and Leites [7] first introduced the (p, 2p)-structure formodular Lie
superalgebras, analogous to the notion of p-mapping formodular Lie algebras. Petrogradski [15] studied the identities in the
enveloping algebras formodular Lie superalgebras. The superderivationswere sufficiently studied for the finite dimensional
modular Lie superalgebras of Cartan typeW , S, H, K , and HO [11–14,19,21]. For Lie superalgebras of Cartan type, the even
parts are closely connected with simple Lie algebras of Cartan type. Thus, we may study the problem of derivations of the
even parts for Lie superalgebras of Cartan type. The derivations of the even parts of the Lie superalgebras of Cartan typeW ,
S and HOwere determined [8–10]. The paper will determine derivations of the even part for the contact Lie superalgebra.
Let us briefly describe the content and setup of the present article. Section 1 contains basic notion, general convention,
simple facts about Lie superalgebras of Cartan type, and the statement of the main results. In Section 2, we prove
a cohomology vanishing theorem (Theorem 1.3.1); using the result (Theorem 1.3.1) we show that the nonnegative
homogeneous 1-cocycle of the even part of the contact Lie superalgebra K with values in the even part of the generalized
Witt Lie superalgebra W must be 1-coboundary (Theorem 1.3.2). In Section 3, by establishing some technical lemmas
we determine the negative homogeneous 1-cocycle (Theorem 1.3.3). Thus, in the final section, we can write out the first
cohomology group of the even part of the contact Lie superalgebra K with values in the even part of the generalized Witt
Lie superalgebraW (Theorem 1.3.4).
It should be mentioned that we use the idea of [2] and benefit much from reading [16–18]. We close this introduction by
explaining some of our conventions: all algebras and modules are finite-dimensional; the ground field F is of characteristic
p > 3.
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1. Main results
1.1. Basic notion
Let Z2 = {0, 1} be the field of two elements. A vector superspace is a Z2-graded vector space V = V0⊕ V1. A superalgebra
is a vector superspaceA = A0 ⊕ A1 endowed with an algebra structure such thatAθAµ ⊆ Aθ+µ for all θ, µ ∈ Z2. A Lie
superalgebra is a superalgebra satisfying the super-anticommutativity and super-Jacobi identity (see [5,16] formore details).
Let g be a Lie algebra and M a g-module. Let Z1(g,M) denote the g-submodule of HomF(g,M) consisting of 1-
cocycle with values in g-submodule M and B1(g,M) the g-submodule consisting of 1-coboundary. Denote by H1(g;M) :=
Z1(g,M)/B1(g,M) the first cohomology group of g relative to module M. Note that Z1(g,M) consists of the derivations of g
into moduleM, and B1(g,M) consists of the inner derivations of g into moduleM (cf. [18, P. 12-13]). That is,
Z1(g,M) = {D ∈ HomF(g,M) | D([x, y]) = xD(y)− yD(x), ∀x, y ∈ g},
B1(g,M) = {D ∈ Z1(g,M) | ∃ m ∈ M : D(x) = xm, ∀x ∈ g}.
Assume in addition that g and g-moduleM are finite dimensional and Z-graded. Then Z1(g,M), B1(g,M) and H1(g;M) are
all Z-graded, for example,
Z1(g,M) = ⊕r∈ZZ1r (g,M)
where
Z1r (g,M) := {D ∈ Z1(g,M) | D(gi) ⊂ Mr+i for all i ∈ Z}.
In the caseM = g, Z1(g, g) coincides with the derivation algebra Der(g). Z1(g, g) is also denoted by Z1(g).
If g = ⊕−r≤i≤sgi is a Z-graded Lie algebra, then ⊕−r≤i≤0gi is called the top of g (with respect to the grading). Let
V = V0 ⊕ V1 be a superspace and a ∈ Vθ with θ ∈ Z2.Write p(a) = θ for the parity of a. If p(x) occurs in an expression,
then x is always assumed to be Z2-homogeneous.
1.2. Generalized Witt Lie superalgebra and contact Lie superalgebra
Inwhat follows,we review the notions ofmodular Lie superalgebrasW and K of Cartan-type and their grading structures.
We writeN for positive integers, andN0 for nonnegative integers. Henceforth,m denotes a fixed integer inN \ {1, 2} and n a
fixed integer in N \ {1, 2, 3}without notice. For α = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ Nm0 , put |α| =
m
i=1 αi and ∥α∥ = |α| + αm. LetO(m)
denote the divided power algebra over Fwith an F-basis {x(α) | α ∈ Nm0 } (c.f. [17,18]). For εi = (δi1, . . . , δim),where δij is the
sign of Kronecker, write xi for x(εi), i, j = 1, . . . ,m. LetΛ(n) be the exterior superalgebra over F in n variables xm+1, . . . , xm+n.
Denote the tensor product byO(m, n) = O(m)⊗FΛ(n).Obviously,O(m, n) is an associative superalgebrawith aZ2-grading
induced by the trivial Z2-grading of O(m) and the natural Z2-grading of Λ(n). Moreover, O(m, n) is super-commutative.
For g ∈ O(m), f ∈ Λ(n),we write gf for g ⊗ f . The following formulas hold in O(m, n) :
x(α)x(β) =

α + β
α

x(α+β) for α, β ∈ Nm0 ;
xkxl = −xlxk for k, l = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n;
x(α)xk = xkx(α) for α ∈ Nm0 , k = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n,
where

α+β
α
 :=mi=1 αi+βiαi . Put I0 := {1, 2, . . . ,m}, I1 := {m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n} and I := I0 ∪ I1. Set
Bk := {⟨i1, i2, . . . , ik⟩ | m+ 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ m+ n}
and B := B(n) =
n
k=0
Bk,where B0 := ∅. For u = ⟨i1, i2, . . . , ik⟩ ∈ Bk, set |u| := k, |∅| := 0, x∅ := 1, xu := xi1xi2 . . . xik . Set
ω = ⟨m+ 1,m+ 2, . . . ,m+ n⟩.
We also use u to stand for the set {i1, i2, . . . , ik}. Set
B0 := {⟨i1, i2, . . . , ir⟩ | m+ 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ir ≤ m+ n, r = 2l, l ∈ N0}.
B1 := {⟨i1, i2, . . . , ir⟩ | m+ 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ir ≤ m+ n, r = 2l, l ∈ N}.
Clearly,

x(α)xu | α ∈ Nm0 , u ∈ B

constitutes an F-basis of O (m, n) . Let ∂r be the superderivation of O(m, n) such that
∂r(x(α)) = x(α−εr ) for r ∈ I0 and ∂r(xs) = δrs for r, s ∈ I1. Then
W (m, n) :=

r∈I
fr∂r | fr ∈ O (m, n) , r ∈ I

is a Lie superalgebra contained in Der(O(m, n)).
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Hereafter, supposem = 2r + 1 is odd. Let J := I \m and J0 := J ∩ I0. For i ∈ J, put
i′ :=
i+ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
i− r, r < i ≤ 2r
i, 2r < i ≤ s;
σ(i) :=
1, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
−1, r < i ≤ 2r
1, 2r < i ≤ s.
Define a linear mapping DK : O(m, n)→ W (m, n) by means of
DK(a) :=

i∈J
(−1)τ(i)p(a)(xi∂m(a)+ σ(i′)∂i′(a))∂i +

2a−

i∈J
xi∂i(a)

∂m.
Then K(m, n) := {DK( f ) | f ∈ O(m, n)} is an infinite-dimensional subsuperalgebra ofW (m, n). Fix twom-tuples
t := (t1, t2, . . . , tm) ∈ Nm, π := (π1, π2, . . . , πm)
where πi := pti − 1, i ∈ I0. Let
A := α ∈ Nm0 | αi ≤ πi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m ; ξ := ∥π∥ + n.
Note that O

m, n; t := SpanF{x(α)xu | α ∈ A, u ∈ B} is a finite dimensional subsuperalgebra of O(m, n)with a Z-grading
structure O

m, n; t = ⊕ξi=0O(m, n; t)i by putting
O(m, n; t)i := SpanF{x(α)xu | ∥α∥ + |u| = i}.
ThenW (m, n; t) := {r∈I fr∂r | fr ∈ O m, n; t , r ∈ I} is a finite dimensional simple subsuperalgebra ofW (m, n), which
is called the generalized Witt Lie superalgebra. Note thatW

m, n; t = ⊕i≥−2W (m, n; t)i is Z-graded by setting
W (m, n; t)i := SpanF{x(α)xu∂s | s ∈ I, ∥α∥ + |u| = i+ 1+ δs,m}.
By definition, it is easily seen that
W (m, n; t)−2 = F∂m;
W (m, n; t)−1 = SpanF{∂i, xi∂m | i ∈ J};
W (m, n; t)0 = SpanF{xi∂j, xixj∂m, xm∂m | i, j ∈ J}.
Put
K(m, n, t) :=
{DK(a) | a ∈ O(m, n; t)}, n−m− 3 ≢ 0 (mod p)
{DK(a) | a ∈ ⊕ξ−1i=0 O(m, n; t)i}, n−m− 3 ≡ 0 (mod p).
Then K(m, n, t) is a finite dimensional simple Lie superalgebra, which is called the contact Lie superalgebra (c.f. [20]).
Moreover, K

m, n; t = ⊕i≥−2K(m, n; t)i is a Z-graded subsuperalgebra ofW (m, n, t),where
K(m, n; t)i = SpanF{DK(x(α)xu) | ∥α∥ + |u| = i+ 2}.
By definition of K(m, n, t), it is easily seen that
K0(m, n; t) :=

SpanF{DK(x(α)xu) | α ∈ A, u ∈ B0} p - n−m− 3
SpanF{DK(x(α)xu) | α ∈ A, u ∈ B0, ∥α∥ + |u| ≠ ∥π∥ + n} p | n−m− 3.
By definition, the following equations can be easily verified:
K(m, n; t)−2 = W (m, n; t)−2 = F∂m;
K(m, n; t)−1 = SpanF{DK(xi) | i ∈ J};
K(m, n; t)0 = SpanF{DK(xm),DK(xixj) | i, j ∈ J};
K0(m, n; t)−2 = W0(m, n; t)−2 = F∂m;
K0(m, n; t)−1 = SpanF{DK(xi) | i ∈ J0};
K0(m, n; t)0 = SpanF{DK(xm),DK(xixj) | τ(i) = τ( j), i, j ∈ J}.
The following formula is well known:
[DK( f ),DK(g)] = DK

λ( f , g)− (−1)p( f )p(g)λ(g, f )+

i∈J
σ(i)(−1)τ(i)p( f )∂i( f )∂i′(g)

,
where λ( f , g) := (2f −i∈J xi∂i( f ))∂m(g), f , g ∈ O(m, n; t). In the subsequent sections, W0(m, n; t) and K0(m, n; t)
will be denoted byW andK, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we assume throughout that charF > 3 and that the
parametersm > 2, n > 3, n andm are both odd, although sometimes a weaker hypothesis is sufficient.
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1.3. Main results
The following reduction theorem (Theorem 1.3.1) is crucial for determining nonnegative Z-homogeneous derivations;
its proof will be found in Section 2.2.
Theorem 1.3.1. A nonnegative Z-homogeneous 1-cocycle ofK with values inW must vanish modulo a 1-coboundary.
Moreover, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3.2. Z1≥0(K,W) = adW≥0.
Negative Z-homogeneous derivations are determined as follows.
Theorem 1.3.3. The following statements hold.
(i) Z1<0(K,W) = adW<0 ⊕ SpanF{(ad∂i)pri | i ∈ I0, 1 ≤ ri < ti}.
(ii) Z1<0(K) = adK<0 ⊕ SpanF{(ad∂i)pri | i ∈ I0, 1 ≤ ri < ti}.
Finally, the derivation space is determined.
Theorem 1.3.4. Z1(K,W) = adW ⊕ SpanF{(ad∂i)pri | i ∈ I0, 1 ≤ ri < ti}.
We will prove these theorems in Sections 2.2 and 3.2.
2. Nonnegative Z-homogeneous derivations
2.1. Relevant propositions
In this subsection, we will list some relevant propositions, which will frequently be used to prove main results in the
sequel.
Proposition 2.1.1 (cf. [4, Proposition 2.1]). Let R := {DK(xi′xjxj′ ) | i, j ∈ J0}, M := {DK(xixkxl) | i ∈ I0, k, l ∈ I1}, N :=
{DK(x(kiεi)) | 0 ≤ ki ≤ πi, i ∈ I0}; thenK is generated by R ∪M ∪ N.
Proof. Denote byL the subalgebra ofK generated by R ∪M ∪ N. For i ∈ J0, k, l, s, q, r ∈ I1,we have
DK(x((πi−1)εi)xsxk) = σ(i)[DK(x(πiεi)),DK(xi′xsxk)] ∈ L;
DK(x(πiεi)xsxq) = −[DK(x((πi−1)εi)xsxk),DK(xixqxk)] ∈ L;
DK(x((πi−1)εi)xkxlxsxq) = σ(i′)[DK(xi′xkxl),DK(x(πiεi)xsxq)] ∈ L;
DK(x(πiεi)xkxlxsxq) = −[DK(xixrxk),DK(x((πi−1)εi)xrxlxsxq)] ∈ L. (2.1.1)
We may prove by induction DK(x(πiεi)xu) ∈ L for i ∈ J0, u ∈ B1.Moreover, for i ∈ J0, k, l, s ∈ I1, one gets
DK(x(πmεm)xkxl) = 12 [DK(x
(πmεm)),DK(xmxkxl)] ∈ L; (2.1.2)
DK(x(πmεm+πiεi)xlxs) = [DK(x(πmεm)xkxl),DK(x(πiεi)xkxs)] ∈ L;
DK(x(π1ε1+π2ε2+πmεm)xsxk) = [DK(x(π1ε1+πmεm)xlxs),DK(x(π2ε2)xlxk)] ∈ L.
Wemay prove by induction DK(x(π)xu) ∈ L for u ∈ B2. For i ∈ J0, k, l, s, q, t ∈ I1, by (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), we have
DK(x(πmεm+πiεi)xlxtxqxs) = [DK(x(πmεm)xkxl),DK(x(πiεi)xkxtxqxs)] ∈ L
and
DK(x(π1ε1+π2ε2+πmεm)xtxqxsxk) = [DK(x(π1ε1+πmεm)xlxtxqxs),DK(x(π2ε2)xlxk)] ∈ L.
Similarly, we may prove DK(x(π)xu) ∈ L for u ∈ B4.Moreover, we may prove by induction DK(x(π)xu) ∈ L for u ∈ B1.We
next will prove DK(x(π)) ∈ L. Since
DK(x(3ε1+εm)) = −[DK(x(3ε1)),DK(x(2εm))] ∈ L;
DK(x(2ε1+εm) − x(ε1′+3ε1)) = [DK(x(3ε1+εm)),DK(x1′ )] ∈ L;
DK(x(ε1+εm))− 2DK(x(ε1′+2ε1)) = [DK(x(2ε1+εm) − x(ε1′+3ε1)),DK(x1′ )] ∈ L.
Moreover, DK(x(ε1+εm)) = [DK(x1),DK(x2εm)] ∈ L, hence, DK(x(ε1′+2ε1)) ∈ L. Similarly, we have DK(x(2ε1′+ε1)) ∈ L. Since
DK(x
(ε
1′+2ε1+εm)) = −[DK(x(ε1′+2ε1)),DK(x(2εm))] ∈ L
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and
DK(x
(ε
1′+ε1+εm))− 2DK(x(2ε1+2ε1′ )) = [DK(x(ε1′+2ε1+εm)),DK(x1′ )] ∈ L,
we have
DK(x
(2ε1+2ε1′ )) = 1
3
[DK(x(ε1′+2ε1)),DK(x(2ε1′+ε1))] ∈ L,
DK(x
(ε
1′+ε1+εm)) ∈ L. Similarly, we have
DK(x
(ε
2′+ε2+εm)) ∈ L. (2.1.3)
Since
DK(x(π1ε1)xm) = −[DK(x(π1ε1)),DK(x1x1′ xm)] ∈ L
and
5DK(x(π1ε1+πmεm)) = [DK(x(πmεm)),DK(x(π1ε1)xm)] ∈ L.
If CharF ≠ 5, then we have DK(x(π1ε1+πmεm)) ∈ L. For i, j ∈ J0, it is easy to verify the following equations:
DK(xixi′ xi) = 2σ(i
′
)[DK(x(2εi′ )),DK(x(3εi))] ∈ L;
DK(xixi′ xjxj′ ) =
1
2
σ(i)[DK(xixi′ xi),DK(xi′ xjxj′ )] ∈ L; (2.1.4)
DK(x(πmεm+π1ε1)x2x2′ ) = −σ(1)[DK(x(πmεm+π1ε1)),DK(x1x1′ x2x2′ )] ∈ L;
DK(x(πmεm+π1ε1+π2ε2)) = −σ(2)[DK(x(π2ε2)),DK(x(πmεm+π1ε1)x2x2′ )] ∈ L;
DK(x(πmεm+π1ε1+π2ε2)x3x3′ ) = −σ(2)[DK(x(πmεm+π1ε1+π2ε2)),DK(x2x2′ x3x3′ )] ∈ L;
DK(x(πmεm+π1ε1+π2ε2+π3ε3)) = −σ(3)[DK(x(π3ε3)),DK(x(πmεm+π1ε1+π2ε2)x3x3′ )] ∈ L.
Wemay obtain by induction DK(x(π)) ∈ L. If CharF = 5, by (2.1.4), we have
DK(x(π1ε1)x2x2′ ) = −σ(1)[DK(x(π1ε1)),DK(x1x1′ x2x2′ )] ∈ L;
DK(x(π1ε1+π2ε2)) = −σ(2)[DK(x(π2ε2)),DK(x(π1ε1)x2x2′ )] ∈ L.
Moreover, by (2.1.3), we have
DK(x(π1ε1+π2ε2)xm) = −σ(2)[DK(x(π1ε1+π2ε2)),DK(x2x2′ xm)] ∈ L;
DK(x(π1ε1+π2ε2+πmεm)) = 16 [DK(x
(πmεm)),DK(x(π1ε1+π2ε2)xm)] ∈ L.
Just as argument of case of CharF ≠ 5, we may obtain DK(x(π)) ∈ L. Moreover, we have DK(x(π−εm)xu) =
1
2 [DK(1),DK(x(π)xu)] ∈ L; DK(x(π−εi′ )xu) = σ(i)[DK(xi),DK(x(π)xu)] ∈ L for i ∈ J0, u ∈ B0. Thus, we get DK(x(α)xu) ∈ L
for α ∈ A, u ∈ B0. Thereby,K = L. 
Let G := SpanF{xu∂r | r ∈ I, u ∈ B, p(xu∂r) = 0¯}. The proof of the simple fact below is straightforward.
Lemma 2.1.2. Suppose φ ∈ Z1(K,W) satisfies φ(K−1) = 0. Let E ∈ K be such that [E,K−1] ⊆ Ker(φ). Then φ(E) ∈ G.
Put Γr := xr∂r for r ∈ I and Γ := r∈I Γr . Then Γ is called the degree derivation of O(m, n; t).We list certain basic
properties.
Lemma 2.1.3. Let i ∈ I0, k ∈ I1, α ∈ A and u ∈ B. Then the following statements hold.
(i) Γi(x(α)xu) = αix(α)xu.
(ii) Γk(x(α)xu) = δk∈u(x(α)xu).
(iii) For x(α)xu ∈ Or , r ∈ N0,Γ (x(α)xu) = (r − αm)x(α)xu.
(iv) Let x(α)xu∂i ∈ Wr . Then [Γ , x(α)xu∂i] = (r − αm + δi,m)x(α)xu∂i.
(v) For x(α)xu∂i ∈ Wr , we have [DK(xm), x(α)xu∂i] = rx(α)xu∂i.
Lemma 2.1.4 (cf. [10, Lemma 2.1.3]). Let V be a vector space over F and v1, v2, . . . , vk ∈ V . Suppose that Ai ∈ EndFV is
generalized invertible, that is, there is Bi ∈ EndFV such that
AiBiAi = Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. (2.1.5)
If the following conditions are satisfied, then there exists v ∈ V such that Ai(v) = vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
(i) A1, A2, . . . , Ak commute mutually;
(ii) Ai(vj) = Aj(vi), 1 ≤ i ≤ k;
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(iii)
AiBi(vi) = vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. (2.1.6)
AiBj = BjAi, whenever i ≠ j. (2.1.7)
Using Lemma 2.1.4, we give a result analogous to [18, Proposition 8.2, p. 192], whichwill be used to prove themain result
(Theorem 1.3.1) in this section.
Corollary 2.1.5. Let f1, . . . , fm−1 ∈ O, Suppose
(a) σ(i′)∂i( fj) = σ( j′)∂j( fi), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m− 1;
(b) ∂ip
ti−1( fi) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1.
Then there is f ∈ O such that ∂i( f ) = σ(i′)fi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1.
Proof. For i ∈ J0, define linear transformations Bi : O→ O by means of
Bi(x(α)xu) = σ(i′)x(α+εi)xu for α ∈ A, u ∈ B,
where we adopt the convention that x(α+εi) := 0 if α + εi ∉ A.We check the conditions in [10, Lemma 2.1.3]. Evidently,
σ(1′)∂1, . . . , σ ((m− 1)′)∂m−1 satisfy the condition (i) of [10, Lemma 2.1.3] and (2.1.1). (b) shows that B1, . . . , Bm−1 satisfy
(iii) of [10, Lemma 2.1.3]. By (a), f1, . . . , fm−1 satisfy the condition (ii) of [10, Lemma 2.1.3]. The proof is complete. 
2.2. Proof of some main results
Proof of Theorem 1.3.1. Our discussion is divided into three steps.
(1) Suppose φ ∈ Z1t (K,W)with zd(φ) = t ≥ 0,where zd(φ) denotes the Z-degree of a Z-homogeneous element of φ.
Write φ(DK(xi′)) =r∈I fri∂r for i ∈ J0, where fri ∈ O, fri ≠ 0. Fix for i, j ∈ J0 with i ≠ j, j′ . Since [DK(xi′),DK(xj′)] = 0,we
have φ[DK(xi′),DK(xj′)] = 0. Then one computes
fj′i∂m − fi′j∂m +

r∈I
(σ (i′)∂i( frj)− σ( j′)∂j( fri)− xj′∂m( fri)+ xi′∂m( frj))∂r = 0. (2.2.1)
Since φ[DK(xi′), ∂m] = 0, one can compute
∂m( fri) = 0 for r ∈ I. (2.2.2)
Similarly, we have ∂m( frj) = 0 for r ∈ I. Therefore (2.2.1) gives
σ( j′)∂j( fri) = σ(i′)∂i( frj) for r ∈ J; (2.2.3)
−σ( j′)∂j( fmi)+ fj′ i + σ(i′)∂i( fmj)− fi′j = 0. (2.2.4)
(2.2.3) implies that for fixed r ∈ J, { fr1, . . . , frm−1} satisfies the condition (a) of Corollary 2.1.5. Using Proposition 2.1.1, one
can verify that (adDK(xi′))πi+1(K) = 0 for i ∈ J0. On the other hand, since (adDK(xi′))πi+1 = 0 for i ∈ J0, it follows from
[18, Lemma 8.1, p. 191] that
(adDK(xi′))πi(φ(DK(xi′))) = (adDK(xi′))πi

r∈I
fri∂r

= 0.
By induction we obtain
r∈I
σ(i′)πi∂πii ( fri)∂r − πiσ(i′)πi−1∂πi−1i ( fi′ i)∂m = 0 for i ∈ J0. (2.2.5)
Consequently,
σ(i′)πi∂πii ( fri) = 0 for r ∈ J, i ∈ J0; (2.2.6)
σ(i′)πi∂πii ( fmi)− πiσ(i′)πi−1∂πi−1i ( fi′ i) = 0 for i ∈ J0. (2.2.7)
By (2.2.6), we have ∂iπi( fri) = 0 for r ∈ J, i ∈ J0, that is, {fr1, . . . , frm−1} fulfills the condition (b) of Corollary 2.1.5. Therefore,
there is gr ∈ O such that
∂i(gr) = σ(i′)fri for r ∈ J, 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. (2.2.8)
By (2.2.7) and (2.2.8), we have
∂
πi−1
i (σ (i
′)∂i( fmi)+ fi′ i) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1;
∂i(gi′) = σ(i′)fi′ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1.
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Consequently,
∂
πi
i ( fmi + gi′) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. (2.2.9)
By (2.2.8), we have
∂j(gi′) = σ( j′)fi′j; ∂i(gj′) = σ(i′)fj′ i. (2.2.10)
Combining (2.2.10) and (2.2.4), we have
σ( j′)∂j( fmi + gi′) = σ(i′)∂i( fmj + gj′). (2.2.11)
By (2.2.9) and (2.2.11) and Corollary 2.1.5, there is gm ∈ O such that
∂i(gm) = σ(i′)( fmi + gi′) for i ∈ J0. (2.2.12)
For r ∈ J, since gr ∈ O, one may assume that
gr =

α,u
cαux(α)xu for cαu ≠ 0, α ∈ A, u ∈ B. (2.2.13)
By (2.2.8), (2.2.12) and (2.2.2), we have
∂i(∂m(gr)) = σ(i′)∂m( fri) = 0 for r ∈ J, i ∈ J0; (2.2.14)
∂i(∂m(gm)) = σ(i′)(∂m( fmi)+ ∂m(gi′)) = σ(i′)∂m(gi′) for i ∈ J0. (2.2.15)
Combining (2.2.13) and (2.2.14), we get αm = 0 or αi = 0 for i ∈ J0. By (2.2.8), we have fri = σ(i′)∂i(gr) =
σ(i′)

α,u cαux
(α−εi)xu. Since fri ≠ 0 for i ∈ J0, we have αi ≠ 0 for i ∈ J0. Hence, αm = 0. Moreover, by (2.2.13), we
have ∂m(gr) = 0 for r ∈ J. By (2.2.15), we have
∂i(∂m(gm)) = 0 for i ∈ J0. (2.2.16)
Similarly, one can get ∂m(gm) = 0. Therefore, ∂m(gr) = 0 for r ∈ I. Let E ′′ = −r∈I gr∂r . Then for i ∈ J0, by (2.2.8) and
(2.2.12), one can verify that [E ′′,DK(xi′)] = φ(DK(xi′)). Noting that zd(φ) = t,we obtain
[Et ′′,DK(xi′)] = φ(DK(xi′)) for i ∈ J0. (2.2.17)
Let E ′ = Et ′′. Then (2.2.17) implies that (φ−adE ′)|K−1 = 0. Let E be the even part of E ′. Then E ∈ Wt and (φ−adE)|K−1 = 0.
(2) Let ψ = φ − adE. Now, one shows by induction on j that ψ(Kj) = 0 for j ≥ 0. By (1), we have ψ(K−1) = 0.
Clearly, [K−1,Kj] ⊆ Kj−1 for j ≥ 0. By inductive hypothesis, we have ψ([K−1,Kj]) = ψ(Kj−1) = 0. Then
[K−1, ψ(Kj)] = 0. Hence, we have ψ(Kj) ⊆ CW (K−1). We have ψ(Kj) ⊆ K−1, since CW (K−1) ⊆ K−1. Hence, we
obtain ψ(Kj) ⊆ K−1Wt+j.We have ψ(Kj) = 0, since t + j ≥ 0. The induction is complete.
(3) We next prove that ψ(K−2) = 0. Clearly, ψ([K−1,K−2]) = 0. Hence, [K−1, ψ(K−2)] = 0. we have ψ(K−2) ⊆
CW (K−1).We have ψ(K−2) ⊆ K−1, since CW (K−1) ⊆ K−1. Hence, we obtain ψ(K−2) ⊆ K−1Wt−2. If t ≥ 2, then
t − 2 ≥ 0, we have ψ(K−2) = 0. If t = 0, then ψ(K−2) ⊆ K−1W−2 = 0. If t = 1, then ψ(K−2) ⊆ W−1; we may
suppose that
ψ(∂m) =

i∈J0
ci∂i +

i∈J0
dixi∂m. (2.2.18)
Clearly, DK(xmxm) ∈ K2, [DK(xmxm), ∂m] ∈ K0. By (2), we have ψ(DK(xmxm)) = 0, ψ[DK(xmxm), ∂m] = 0. Hence,
[DK(xmxm), ψ(∂m)] = 0. (2.2.19)
Combining (2.2.18) and (2.2.19), we have ci = 0, di = 0 for i ∈ J0. By (2.2.18), we obtain ψ(K−2) = 0.
By (2) and (3), we haveψ(K) = 0, (φ−adE)(K) = 0.Hence (φ−adE)|K = 0,where E ∈ Wt . The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. Clearly, adW≥0 ⊆ Z1≥0(K,W). To prove the converse inclusion, let φ ∈ Z1≥0(K,W). According to
Theorem 1.3.1, there exists E ∈ W≥0 such that (φ − adE)(K) = 0,we have φ − adE = 0, φ = adE ∈ adW≥0. The proof is
complete. 
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3. Negative Z-homogeneous derivations
3.1. Derivations with Z-degree−1,−2, or−3
Lemma 3.1.1. Suppose φ ∈ Z1−1(K,W) and φ(K0) = 0. Then φ = 0.
Proof. We use Proposition 2.1.1. Clearly, [DK(xi′ xjxj′ ),DK(xm)] = −DK(xi′ xjxj′ ) for i, j ∈ J0. Applying φ to the identity, we
have [φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )),DK(xm)] = −φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) for i, j ∈ J0. On the other hand, since φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) ∈ W0,we have
[φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )),DK(xm)] = 0 for i, j ∈ J0.
Hence, φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) = 0 for i, j ∈ J0. Similarly, we can prove that φ(DK(xixkxl)) = 0 for i ∈ I0, k, l ∈ I1.We next show
that φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ I0, q ∈ N0. Our discussion is divided into two cases.
Case (i): i ∈ J0. Clearly,
[DK(x(qεi)),DK(xm)] = (2− q)DK(x(qεi)) for i ∈ J0.
Applying φ to the identity, we have
[φ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xm)] = (2− q)φ(DK(x(qεi))) for i ∈ J0. (3.1.1)
On the other hand, since φ(DK(x(qεi))) ∈ Wq−3, by Lemma 2.1.4(v), we have
[φ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xm)] = (3− q)φ(DK(x(qεi))) for i ∈ J0. (3.1.2)
By (3.1.1) and (3.1.2), one gets φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0.
Case (ii): i = m. Clearly, [DK(x(qεm)),DK(xm)] = (2− 2q)DK(x(qεm)). Applying φ to the identity, we have
[φ(DK(x(2εm))),DK(xm)] = (2− 2q)φ(DK(x(2εm))). (3.1.3)
On the other hand, since φ(DK(x(qεm))) ∈ W2q−3, by Lemma 2.1.4(v), we have
[φ(DK(x(2εm))),DK(xm)] = (3− 2q)φ(DK(x(2εm))). (3.1.4)
From (3.1.3) and (3.1.4), we obtain φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0. By Proposition 2.1.1, we obtain φ = 0. The proof is
complete. 
Proposition 3.1.2. Z1−1(K,W) = adW−1.
Proof. Clearly, adW−1 ⊆ Z1−1(K,W). Let φ ∈ Z1−1(K,W). Recall that W−1 = SpanF{∂i, xi∂m | i ∈ J} and K0 =
SpanF{DK(xkxl),DK(xixj),DK(xm) | k, l ∈ I1, i, j ∈ J0}. Since φ(DK(xm)) ∈ W−1,we may assume that
φ(DK(xm)) =

r∈J0
cr∂r +

s∈J0
dsxs∂m.
Let E :=r∈J0 cr∂r +s∈J0 dsxs∂m. Then (φ − adE)(DK(xm)) = 0. Set ψ := φ − adE. Clearly,
[ψ(DK(xixj)),DK(xm)] = 0 for i, j ∈ J0. (3.1.5)
On the other hand, since ψ(DK(xixj)) ∈ W−1, by Lemma 2.1.4(v), we have
[ψ(DK(xixj)),DK(xm)] = ψ(DK(xixj)) for i, j ∈ J0. (3.1.6)
Combining (3.1.5) and (3.1.6), we have ψ(DK(xixj)) = 0 for i, j ∈ J0. Similarly, we have ψ(DK(xkxl)) = 0 for k, l ∈ I1. Thus,
we get ψ(K0) = 0. By Lemma 3.1.1, we have ψ = φ − adE = 0 and φ = adE ∈ adW−1. 
Corollary 3.1.3. Z1−1(K) = adK−1.
Proof. Clearly, adK−1 ⊆ Z1−1(K). Let φ ∈ Z1−1(K). One may identity φ with a derivation of Z1−1(K,W). Then by
Proposition 3.1.2, there is E ∈ W−1 such that φ = adE as elements of Z1−1(K,W).Moreover, φ = adE ∈ Z1−1(K). Clearly,
E ∈ NorW (K). So it is enough to show that E ∈ K−1. Since E ∈ W−1 = SpanF{∂i, xi∂m | i ∈ J0}, thus one may assume that
E =

i∈J0
ci∂i +

i∈J0
dixi∂m. (3.1.7)
Note thatK−1 = SpanF{DK(xi) | i ∈ J0}. Clearly,
[E,DK(xixj)] ∈ K−1. (3.1.8)
On the other hand, by (3.1.7),
[E,DK(xixj)] = σ(i)cj∂i′ − σ( j)dj′xi∂m + σ( j)ci∂j′ − σ(i)di′xj∂m. (3.1.9)
By (3.1.8) and (3.1.9), we have cj = −σ( j)dj′; ci = −σ(i)di′ . Using (3.1.7), one can verify E =i∈J0 diDK(xi) ∈ K−1. 
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Proposition 3.1.4. Z1−2(K,W) = adW−2. In particular, Z1−2(K) = adK−2.
Proof. Clearly, adW−2 ⊆ Z1−2(K,W). Let φ ∈ Z1−2(K,W). Clearly, φ(Kj) = 0 for j = −2,−1. Since φ(DK(xm)) ∈ W−2,
we may assume that φ(DK(xm)) = c∂m. Set ψ := φ − c2ad∂m. Clearly, ψ(Kj) = 0 for j = −2,−1, ψ(DK(xm)) = 0.
We use Proposition 2.1.1. Clearly, [DK(xi′ xjxj′ ),DK(xm)] = −DK(xi′ xjxj′ ) for i, j ∈ J0. Applying ψ to the identity, we have[ψ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )),DK(xm)] = −ψ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) for i, j ∈ J0. On the other hand, since ψ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) ∈ W−1,we have
[ψ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )),DK(xm)] = ψ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) for i, j ∈ J0.
Hence, ψ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) = 0 for i, j ∈ J0. Similarly, we can prove that ψ(DK(xixkxl)) = 0 for i ∈ I0, k, l ∈ I1.We next show
that ψ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0. Our discussion is divided into two cases.
Case (i): i ∈ J0. Clearly,
[DK(x(qεi)),DK(xm)] = (2− q)DK(x(qεi)) for i ∈ J0.
Applying ψ to the identity, we have
[ψ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xm)] = (2− q)ψ(DK(x(qεi))) for i ∈ J0. (3.1.10)
On the other hand, since ψ(DK(x(qεi))) ∈ Wq−4, by Lemma 2.1.4(v), we have
[ψ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xm)] = (4− q)ψ(DK(x(qεi))) for i ∈ J0. (3.1.11)
Hence, by (3.1.10) and (3.1.11), one gets ψ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0.
Case (ii): i = m. Clearly, [DK(x(qεm)),DK(xm)] = (2− 2q)DK(x(qεm)). Applying ψ to the identity, we have
[ψ(DK(x(2εm))),DK(xm)] = (2− 2q)ψ(DK(x(2εm))). (3.1.12)
On the other hand, since ψ(DK(x(qεm))) ∈ W2q−4, by Lemma 2.1.4(v),
[ψ(DK(x(2εm))),DK(xm)] = (4− 2q)ψ(DK(x(2εm))). (3.1.13)
From (3.1.12) and (3.1.13), we obtainψ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0. By Proposition 2.1.1,ψ = 0, φ = c2ad∂m ∈ adW−2. The
proof is complete. 
Proposition 3.1.5. Z1−3(K,W) = 0. In particular, Z1−3(K) = 0.
Proof. Let φ ∈ Z1−3(K,W). Clearly, φ(K0) = 0, [DK(xi′ xjxj′ ),DK(xm)] = −DK(xi′ xjxj′ ) for i, j ∈ J0. Applying φ to the
identity, we have
[φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )),DK(xm)] = −φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) for i, j ∈ J0.
On the other hand, since φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) ∈ W0,we have
[φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )),DK(xm)] = 0 for i, j ∈ J0.
Hence, φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) = 0 for i, j ∈ J0. Similarly, we can prove that φ(DK(xixkxl)) = 0 for i ∈ I0, k, l ∈ I1.We next show
that φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ I0, q ∈ N0. Our discussion is divided into two cases.
Case (i): i ∈ J0. Clearly,
[DK(x(qεi)),DK(xm)] = (2− q)DK(x(qεi)) for i ∈ J0.
Applying φ to the identity, we have
[φ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xm)] = (2− q)φ(DK(x(qεi))) for i ∈ J0. (3.1.14)
On the other hand, since φ(DK(x(qεi))) ∈ Wq−5, by Lemma 2.1.4(v), we have
[φ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xm)] = (5− q)φ(DK(x(qεi))) for i ∈ J0. (3.1.15)
Hence, by (3.1.14) and (3.1.15), one gets φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0.
Case (ii): i = m. Clearly, [DK(x(qεm)),DK(xm)] = (2− 2q)DK(x(qεm)). Applying φ to the identity, we have
[φ(DK(x(2εm))),DK(xm)] = (2− 2q)φ(DK(x(2εm))). (3.1.16)
On the other hand, since φ(DK(x(qεm))) ∈ W2q−5, by Lemma 2.1.4(v), we have
[φ(DK(x(2εm))),DK(xm)] = (5− 2q)φ(DK(x(2εm))). (3.1.17)
From (3.1.16) and (3.1.17), we obtain φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0. By Proposition 2.1.1, φ = 0. The proof is complete. 
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3.2. Derivations with Z-degree less than−3
Lemma 3.2.1. Suppose φ ∈ Z1−t(K,W) and t > 3. If φ(DK(x(tεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0, then φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for q ∈ N0, i ∈ J0.
Proof. Now, one shows by induction on q that φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for q ≥ t + 1. Clearly, [DK(x(qεi)),DK(xj)] = σ(i)
δi′jDK(x((q−1)εi)) for i, j ∈ J0. By inductive hypothesis, we have φ[DK(x(qεi)),K−1] = 0. By Lemma 2.1.2, we get
φ(DK(x(qεi))) ∈ Gq−t−2.We obtain q− t − 2 ≥ −1 since q ≥ t + 1. Thus we may assume that
φ(DK(x(qεi))) =

u∈Ba(a≥1),r∈I
curxu∂r +

i∈J0
di∂i. (3.2.1)
Note that n is odd and |ω| = n. If q− t − 2 = n− 1, by (3.2.1), we get
φ(DK(x(qεi))) =

r∈I1
cωrxω∂r . (3.2.2)
Note that
[φ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xsxl)] = 0 for s, l ∈ I1. (3.2.3)
Combining (3.2.2) and (3.2.3), we obtain cωl = cωs = 0 for s, l ∈ I1. By (3.2.2), we have φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0.
If q− t − 2 = n− 2, by (3.2.1), we get
φ(DK(x(qεi))) =

u∈Bn−1,r∈J0
curxu∂r . (3.2.4)
Take s ∈ u, l ∉ u since |u| = n− 1. Clearly,
[φ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xsxl)] = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0, s, l ∈ I1.
It follows that −u∈Bn−1,r∈J curxl∂s(xu)∂r = 0. Hence, cur = 0 for u ∈ Bn−1, r ∈ J. By (3.2.4), we obtain φ(DK(x(qεi))) =
0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0. If q− t − 2 < n− 2, by (3.2.1), we have
φ(DK(x(qεi))) =

u∈Ba(1≤a≤n−1),r∈I
curxu∂r +

i∈J0
di∂i. (3.2.5)
Take s ∈ u, l ∉ u since 1 ≤ |u| ≤ n− 1. Note that
[φ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xsxl)] = 0 for s, l ∈ I1. (3.2.6)
It follows that
u∈Ba(1≤a≤n−1)
culxu∂s −

u∈Ba(1≤a≤n−1)
cusxu∂l −

u∈Ba(1≤a≤n−1),r∈I
curxl∂s(xu)∂r = 0.
Hence, cur = 0 for u ∈ Ba(1 ≤ a ≤ n− 1), r ∈ I. By (3.2.5), we have
φ(DK(x(qεi))) =

i∈J0
di∂i for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0, (3.2.7)
[φ(DK(x(qεi))),DK(xi)] = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0 (3.2.8)
Combining (3.2.7) and (3.2.8), we have di = 0 for j ∈ J0. By (3.2.7), we obtain that φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0.
If q − t − 2 > n − 1, by Lemma 2.1.2, φ(DK(x(qεi))) ∈ G. Note that G ⊆ ⊕n−1i=−2Wi. Since q − t − 2 > n − 1, we have
φ(DK(x(qεi))) ∈ Wq−t−2G = 0. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Suppose φ ∈ Z1−t(K,W) and t > 3. If φ(DK(x(lεm))) = 0, where l = [ t2 ], then φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0.
Proof. If q ≤ l− 1, then φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0. Now, one shows that φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q > l. Note that n is odd. We have
2q− t − 2 ≥ −1, since−1 ≤ 2l− t ≤ 0. φ(DK(x(qεm))) ∈ W2q−t−2, thus we may assume that
φ(DK(x(qεm))) =

α∈A,r∈I1
aαrx(α)xω∂r +

α
′∈A,α′ ≠0,r∈I0
b
α
′ rx
(α
′
)∂r
+

α∈A,u∈Ba(1≤a<n),r∈I
cαurx(α)xu∂r +

r∈J0
dr∂r . (3.2.9)
Take s ∈ u, l ∉ u, since 1 ≤ |u| < n. Clearly,
[φ(DK(x(qεm))),DK(xsxl)] = 0 for s, l ∈ I1.
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It follows that
α∈A
aαlx(α)xω∂s −

α∈A
aαsx(α)xω∂l +

α∈A,u∈Ba(1≤a<n)
cαulx(α)xu∂s
−

α∈A,u∈Ba(1≤a<n)
cαusx(α)xu∂l −

α∈A,r∈I,u∈Ba(1≤a<n)
cαurxl∂s(x(α)xu)∂r = 0.
Hence,
aαl = aαs = 0 for α ∈ A, s, l ∈ I1; cαur = 0 for α ∈ A, r ∈ I, u ∈ Ba(1 ≤ a < n).
By (3.2.9), we have
φ(DK(x(qεm))) =

α
′∈A,α′ ≠0,r∈I0
b
α
′ rx
(α
′
)∂r +

r∈J0
dr∂r . (3.2.10)
Since α
′ ≠ 0,we can suppose α′
i′ ≠ 0 for i ∈ J0. Note that
[φ(DK(x(qεm))),DK(xixi)] = 0 for q ∈ N0, i ∈ J0. (3.2.11)
Combining (3.2.10) and (3.2.11), we have
α
′∈A
2σ(i)b
α
′ ix
(α
′
)∂i′ −

α
′∈A,r∈I0
2σ(i)b
α
′ rxi∂i′ (x
(α
′
))∂r + 2σ(i)di∂i′ = 0.
So b
α
′ r = 0 for α
′ ∈ A, r ∈ I0; di = 0 for i ∈ J0. By (3.2.10), we get φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0. The result follows. 
Corollary 3.2.3. Suppose φ ∈ Z1−t(K,W), where t > 3 is odd. Then φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0.
Proof. Set l := [ t2 ]. Then zd(φ(DK(x(lεm))) = (2l − 2) − t = (t − 1 − 2) − t = −3. Consequently, φ(DK(x(lεm))) = 0. By
Lemma 3.2.2, we get φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0. 
Proposition 3.2.4. Let t > 3. If t ≢ 0 (mod p), then Z1−t(K,W) = 0. In particular, Z1−t(K) = 0.
Proof. Let φ ∈ Z1−t(K,W). For i ∈ J0, since φ(DK(x(tεi))) ∈ W−2,we can assume that
φ(DK(x(tεi))) = c∂m. (3.2.12)
Clearly,
[φ(DK(x(tεi))),DK(xm)] = (2− t)φ(DK(x(tεi))). (3.2.13)
Combining (3.2.12) and (3.2.13), we have c = 0. Hence, φ(DK(x(tεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0. By Lemma 3.2.1, we get
φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for q ∈ N0, i ∈ J0. If t is odd, by Corollary 3.2.3, we have φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0. If t is even,
set l := [ t2 ]. Since φ(DK(x(lεm))) ∈ W−2,we can assume that
φ(DK(x(lεm))) = a∂m. (3.2.14)
Note that
[φ(DK(x(lεm))),DK(xm)] = (2− t)φ(DK(x(lεm))).
One can get from (3.2.14), a = 0. Hence, φ(DK(x(lεm))) = 0. By Lemma 3.2.2, we have φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0.We
also have φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) = 0 for i, j ∈ J0, and φ(DK(xixkxl)) = 0 for k, l ∈ I1, i ∈ J0. If t > 4, then φ(DK(xmxkxl)) = 0 for
k, l ∈ I1. If t = 4, then φ(DK(xmxkxl)) ∈ W−2 for k, l ∈ I1, one may assume that
φ(DK(xmxkxl)) = c∂m. (3.2.15)
Note that
[φ(DK(xmxkxl)),DK(xm)] = −2φ(DK(xmxkxl)) (3.2.16)
Combining (3.2.15) and (3.2.16), we obtain c = 0. Hence, φ(DK(xmxkxl)) = 0. By Proposition 2.1.1, we get φ = 0. 
Proposition 3.2.5. Suppose t > 3 and t ≡ 0 (mod p). If there exists no v ∈ N such that t = pv or t = 2pv, then
Z1−t(K,W) = 0. In particular, Z1−t(K) = 0.
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Proof. Since t ≡ 0 (mod p), write t to be the p-adic expression t = vi=1 aipi, where 0 ≤ ai < p and av ≠ 0. Let
φ ∈ Z1−t(K,W). Clearly,
φ(DK(x((t−p
v+1)εi))) ∈ W−pv−1 = 0, φ(DK(xi′x(pvεi))) ∈ Wpv−1−t for i ∈ J0.
Since t ≠ pv, t ≡ 0 (mod p),we obtain pv − 1− t < −2. Hence, φ(DK(xi′x(pvεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0. Clearly,
[DK(x((t−pv+1)εi)),DK(xi′x(pvεi))] = σ(i)

t
pv

DK(x(tεi)).
Applying φ to the above equation, we get σ(i)
 t
pv

φ(DK(x(tεi))) = 0. Hence, φ(DK(x(tεi))) = 0, since
 t
pv
 ≢ 0 (mod p). By
Lemma 3.2.1, we have φ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for i ∈ J0, q ∈ N0. If t is odd, by Corollary 3.2.3, we have φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for
q ∈ N0. If t is even, set l := [ t2 ].Write l to be the p-adic expression l =
v
i=0 aipi. If a0 ≠ 0, then p - l, we obtain p - t,
contradicting the assumption t ≡ 0 (mod p). Hence, a0 = 0.We get l =vi=1 aipi. Clearly,
φ(DK(x((l−p
v+1)εm))) ∈ W−2pv = 0, φ(DK(x(pvεm))) ∈ W2pv−2l−2.
Since t ≠ 2pv, 2pv − 2l− 2 < −2. So φ(DK(x(pvεm))) = 0. Clearly,
[DK(x((l−pv+1)εm)),DK(x(pvεm))] = 2

l
pv − 1

−

l
pv

DK(x(lεm)).
Applyingφ to the above equation,we have 2[ lpv−1− lpv]φ(DK(x(lεm))) = 0. Since  lpv ≢ 0 (mod p),  lpv−1 ≡ 0 (mod p),
we have φ(DK(x(lεm))) = 0. By Lemma 3.2.2, φ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0.We get φ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) = 0 for i, j ∈ J0, and
φ(DK(xixkxl)) = 0 for k, l ∈ I1, i ∈ J0, If t > 4, then φ(DK(xmxkxl)) = 0 for k, l ∈ I1. If t = 4, then φ(DK(xmxkxl)) ∈ W−2 for
k, l ∈ I1, one may assume that
φ(DK(xmxkxl)) = c∂m. (3.2.17)
Note that
[φ(DK(xmxkxl)),DK(xm)] = −2φ(DK(xmxkxl)) (3.2.18)
Combining (3.2.17) and (3.2.18), we have c = 0. Hence, φ(DK(xmxkxl)) = 0. By Proposition 2.1.1, we get φ = 0. The proof
is complete. 
Proposition 3.2.6. (i) If t = pv for some v > 0, then Z1−t(K,W) = SpanF{(ad∂i)p
v | i ∈ J0}. In this case, Z1−t(K) = SpanF
{(ad∂i)pv | i ∈ J0}.
(ii) If t = 2pv for some v > 0, then Z1−t(K,W) = SpanF{(ad∂m)p
v }. In this case, Z1−t(K) = SpanF{(ad∂m)p
v }.
Proof. (i) Let φ ∈ Z1−t(K,W), t = pv. Since φ(DK(x(tεi))) ∈ W−2, one may assume that φ(DK(x(tεi))) = ci∂m for i ∈ J0. Set
ψ := φ −m−1i=1 ci2 (ad∂i)t . Then ψ(DK(x(tεj))) = 0 for j ∈ J0. By Lemma 3.2.1, we have ψ(DK(x(qεj))) = 0 for q ∈ N0, j ∈ J0.
By Corollary 3.2.3, we get ψ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0. Clearly, ψ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) = 0 for i, j ∈ J0, and ψ(DK(xixkxl)) = 0 for
k, l ∈ I1, i ∈ J0, If t > 4, then ψ(DK(xmxkxl)) = 0 for k, l ∈ I1. If t = 4, then ψ(DK(xmxkxl)) ∈ W−2 for k, l ∈ I1, one may
assume that
ψ(DK(xmxkxl)) = c∂m. (3.2.19)
Note that
[ψ(DK(xmxkxl)),DK(xm)] = −2ψ(DK(xmxkxl)). (3.2.20)
Combining (3.2.19) and (3.2.20), we have c = 0. Hence, ψ(DK(xmxkxl)) = 0. By Proposition 2.1.1, we get ψ = 0,
φ =m−1i=1 ci2 (ad∂i)t ∈ SpanF{(ad∂i)pv | i ∈ J0}.
(ii) Let φ ∈ Z1−t(K,W), t = 2pv. Set l := [ t2 ]. Since φ(DK(x(lεm))) ∈ W−2, one may assume that φ(DK(x(lεm))) = c∂m. Set
ψ := φ − c2 (ad∂m)l. Then ψ(DK(x(lεm))) = 0. By Lemma 3.2.2, we have ψ(DK(x(qεm))) = 0 for q ∈ N0. Clearly,
ψ(DK(x((l+1)εi))) ∈ W−pv−1 = 0, ψ(DK(xi′ x(lεi))) ∈ W−pv−1 = 0, for i ∈ J0.
[DK(x((l+1)εi)),DK(xi′ x(lεi))] = σ(i)

t
pv

DK(xtεi) for i ∈ J0.
Since
 t
pv
 ≢ 0 (mod p),we have ψ(DK(x(tεi))) = 0. By Lemma 3.2.1, one gets
ψ(DK(x(qεi))) = 0 for q ∈ N0, i ∈ J0.
Clearly, ψ(DK(xi′ xjxj′ )) = 0 for i, j ∈ J0, and ψ(DK(xixkxl)) = 0 for k, l ∈ I1, i ∈ J0, and ψ(DK(xmxkxl)) = 0 for k, l ∈ I1. By
Proposition 2.1.1, we get ψ = 0, hence, φ = c2 (ad∂m)l ∈ SpanF{(ad∂m)p
v }. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3.3. (i) is a direct consequence of Propositions 3.1.2, 3.1.4, 3.1.5 and 3.2.4–3.2.6. (ii) is a direct conse-
quence of Corollary 3.1.3, Propositions 3.1.4, 3.1.5 and 3.2.4–3.2.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.4. This is a direct consequence of Theorems 1.3.2, 1.3.3(i).
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